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PAPER DELIVERED BY THE HON. DON DUNSTAN. Q.C.. M.P. TO THE 
SEMINAR. "EDUCATION IN THE 1970'S AND 1980'S - CONTINUITY 
AND CHANGE IN AUSTRALIA" HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 
ON THURSDAY. JUNE 6. 1968. 
SUBJECT: THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CLIMATE OF THE 1970'S 
AND 1980'S. 
It is presumptuous for anyone to adopt the role of 
a seer concerning political and social events. Every 
politician would like to be able to see into the future and 
to gauge accurately the movements of public sympathy and 
support and the issues which will arise and affect political 
results. But there is no more dangerous temptation to 
succumb to than what Tom Paine rightly termed the most 
infamous of tyrannies - governing beyond the grave - laying 
down conditions which limit succeeding generations in govern-
ing themselves. Let me give an example 
It is the habit these days to talk of the framers 
of our Federal Constitution as the "Founding Fathers", to 
treat them as if their wisdom, foresight, and knowledge made 
of them more than men, and to imply that those who now 
criticize the fruits of their labours are somewhat less than 
men. They were like the rest of us - fallible human beings 
and subject to the frailties of all politicians. The result 
of their labours was to place present and future generations 
of Australians in an outmoded administrative straitjacket, 
which often makes contemporary attempts to produce policies 
apposite to current needs appear afflicted with spastic 
paralysis. We cannot lay down binding rules for future 
social behaviour and development. 
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Our ability to predict the course which society will 
take, and. the way in which the public will react to events 
! 
within whose framework the politics of the nation must "be 
carried on, is extremely limited, and yet to frame policies 
in any dynamic society, one must make an attempt to predict 
at any rate the short-term future and to see how the changing 
patterns of behaviour in society will produce results. 
Without the attempt to predict, we cannot begin to fashion 
the means by which we must apply the principles we espouse, 
and we cannot act politically at all. But no literate 
politician today endeavours to construct a Utopia and move 
society towards it. The most we can do is agree with Arnold 
Toynbee: "Primitive societies may be likened to people lying 
torpid upon a ledge on a mountainside with a precipice below 
and a precipice above; civilisations may be likened to 
companions of these sleepers who have just risen to their 
feet and have started to climb up the face of the cliff 
above; while we for our part may liken ourselves to 
observers whose field of vision is limited to the ledge and 
to the lower slopes of the upper precipice and who have come 
upon the scene at the moment when the different members of 
the party happen to be in these respective postures and 
positions. The recumbent figures, despite our first 
impression, cannot be paralytics in reality; for they 
cannot have been born on the ledge, and no human muscles 
except their own can have hoisted them to this halting 
place. On the other hand, their companions who are climbing 
at the moment have only just left the same ledge; and, 
since the next ledge is out of sight, we do not know how 
high or how arduous the next pitch may be. We only know 
that it is impossible to halt and rest." 
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There are, I "believe, those factors which are the 
primary ones affecting social and. political development in 
Australia. These are the changing age pattern of our 
population; the fact that society is becoming ever-increasingly 
an urban one, and the failure of the citizens of this country 
to know or understand the Constitutional limitations into 
which the political life of Australia is forced. The facts 
of the changing age pattern in Australian society are, of 
course, well known and I shall only briefly summarize them here. 
The latest figures available from the Bureau of Census 
and Statistics on the projections of the population of 
Australia up till 1986 - projections based on the 1 961 
census - show that whereas in 1966 52.7% of the population 
was expected to be under the age of 30, by 1971 this figure 
was expected to rise to 5U.6%, by 1976 55.7%, by 1981 55.8% 
and by 1986 56.5%. 
These proportions are arrived at by looking at the 
projections of population exclusive of migration which show 
that whereas in 1966 it was estimated that 52.2% of the 
population would be under 30, by 1986 that figure would be 
as high as 55.3%; and projections of population res\ilting 
from net immigration which show that although the proportion 
of immigrants under 30 is declining, in 1986 the proportion 
under 30 would still be 60.0%. 
The fact that we are becoming increasingly an 
urban population can be easily illustrated. Forecast 
populations for metropolitan areas of capital cities for 
1986 are: 
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Melbourne 3.7 m. 
Sydney 3.5 m. 
Adelaide 1.2 m. 
Brisbane 1.2 m. 
Perth 1.0 m. 
Canberra 250,000 
Hobart 160,000 
The proportion of the population now living in the 
larger cities is 66.35%. By then it will be 71%, and 
a further 2C% will be living in large country towns and cities. 
19,000,000 = 100% 1986 
13,U90,000 = 71$ (Larger cities, urban 
census including 
Geelong, Ballarat, 
etc.) 
3,800,000 = 20% (Larger country towns) 
1,710,000 = 9% (Smaller settlements) 
We are, of course, still attached to the hard-dying 
myth that Australia is really a land whose population has as 
its ideal image the man of the outback, the Chips Rafferty 
style, the rugged individual who spends his blood, sweat, 
toil and tears in winning a difficult living from a harsh 
environment. How many still "believe that the only real 
Australian is someone who is engaged in commodity production 
in pastoral or agricultural pursuits, that he is the only 
first-class citizen, and that those who live in towns are 
not really the true Australians at all but merely second-
class citizens beholden for their very existence to the 
foresight, courage and hard work of the farmer and the 
stockman? In fact, of course, in Australia today, only a 
very small part of our commodity production is from 
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agricultural or pastoral pursuits, and a good deal of this 
production is heavily subsidized by the earnings of secondary 
industry and of people who are not engaged in commodity 
production at all. 
Australia is essentially an urban civilisation and 
the typical Australian is somebody who lives in a suburban 
villa, spends at least an hour a day commuting to and from 
his work, and works in some form of commercial, service or 
industrial undertaking. What are the problems that most 
nearly will affect him in the next 20 years, because it is 
these which will affect his decisions and determine the 
social changes which occur. 
I often find that discussion of political issues 
bears, in fact, little relevance to the daily lives of the 
people for whom we are legislating. I think every 
politician needs to go frequently to knock on the doors in 
his electorate and find out the things that are affecting 
the lives of his people, and in nearly every case these are 
matters of the immediate convenience and concern of the 
particular individual - what his transport facilities are 
like, whether he is getting adequate water supply, whether 
his footpath is done up, or how frequent the garbage collection 
is. 
The great matters of political moment debated at 
the national level often affect the lives of the average 
citizen but slightly, and he regards these issues as something 
remote from himself and the activities of politicians -
particularly in Canberra and the State capitals - as a sort 
of "Comedia dell'arte" performance about which, for the 
most part, he is only mildly curious and for which he will 
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only very occasionally "buy a ticket. We must, therefore, 
expect that many of the great and vital questions affecting 
the future of this country in a very real way will no more 
"be appreciated by the average citizen and no more stimulate 
his imagination and interest than they do today. 
It is only the politically-aware elite of the 
community who will "be worried about the increasing ownership 
of Australian assets by foreign investors and the danger of 
Australia's becoming another Canada, unable to effectively 
decide the nature, direction and level of investment, and 
particularly unable to decide the nature of vital export 
industries and what markets we will send our products to. 
The average citizen is unlikely to ^ e overly 
concerned with the increasing concentration of capital control 
into fewer and fewer hands in Australia, the vast growth of 
restrictive trade practices creating an artificial cost 
structure to the detriment of the people. He is not likely 
to be concerned with the continual tying of Australian 
development to uneconomic industry, particularly industries 
in which the Country Party seems to have an extraordinary 
vested interest in preventing the average citizen from 
obtaining cheap and reasonable products which might 
interfere with heavily subsidized uneconomic rural undertakings. 
He is unlikely to be much concerned with the growth of 
bureaucracy. All of these things will adversely affect 
some citizens at some time but not enough at any one time to 
produce politically effective action by the natural pressure 
of citizens demanding something they personally want. 
What are the demands which an increasingly younger, 
increasingly urban, citizenry will make? I think it is 
clear that they will demand a greater choice of places to 
live than heretofore. They will certainly require better 
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facilities for commuting in an urban area. I am sure it will 
"become increasingly intolerable for people living in large 
cities to have to spend, two to three hours a day going from 
one place in the city to another. They will certainly demand 
better education facilities than we now have or are immediately 
projected. I believe they will certainly require better 
health and hospital services. 
For a very long time, Australians seemed to be 
committed to life in the suburbs. What has been presented 
to Australians almost exclusively as the only desirable form 
of housing for the family unit and within the pocket range 
of the average wage and salary earner is a surburban cottage 
on an allotment so large as to require a fair amount of time 
and attention to maintain it in reasonably neat order. 
We are not only encouraged to "try it in Highett" but until 
comparatively recently we have been given little alternative. 
The continuous suburban sprawl of cottages produced suburbs, 
which can hardly be described as local communities and in 
which the residents do not act and feel together as a group. 
Since the range of choice of personal contacts in 
a city far exceeds the restricted group of a suburb, people 
living in cities will find a network of friends dispersed 
throughout the city. The surburban cottage is less and 
less successfully a genuine centre for family group activity. 
The individual members of family groups more and more find 
interests and associations to which the family group itself 
is irrelevant, and the suburban cottage is in many cases 
becoming merely a place to stop off at. 
The need is already here for alternative forms of 
housing; for the erection of terrace housing in the large 
cities, flats, high rise apratments and home units with 
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strata titles and pensioner housing all on reasonably small 
plots of land but with common park, garden and recreation 
facilities. The obvious place for development of this kind 
is as close as possible to the centres of cities so that we 
do not have a city dead-heart of urban blight. 
Redevelopment is important to any major city where 
existing housing has outlived its usefulness. But even 
with redevelopment will come the need for better means of 
travel in eity areas than we now have. The city sprawl is 
here already and even in a city as originally well planned as 
Adelaide with wide streets and adequate provision for dense 
traffic, it is now necessary to provide vast freeway systems 
to ensure that we do not get into the traffic snarls and delays 
now bedevilling Sydney and Melbourne. In Adelaide alone, the 
plans for new freeways recommended by the Adelaide Metropolitan 
Transportation Study is likely to cost some $200,000,000 in the 
next 20 years. But without means 0f moving about with 
reasonable rapidity in the city area, we will find a good 
many benefits of city living not available to citizens simply 
because of the enormous demands made in trying to take 
advantage of them. 
I do not think I need to talk in this gathering 
of greater education services: the oase has been made by 
parent-teacher organizations and by State Governments 
throughout Australia. 
Australia spends far too little on education and 
there can be no doubt that the population, which I have 
described, will make its demands for better education felt. 
The last available figures contrasting our effort with 
others is as follows: 
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EXPENDITURAN EDUCATION IN SELECTED COUNAEES 
COUNTRY POPULATION (thousands) 
Public Expenditure on Education (capital and recurring) (Thousands) 
As of 
National 
Income 
Exchange 
Rate U.S. 
Dollars 
Per Capita 
Expenditure 
U.S. Dollars 
U.S.A. 196J 189,375 29,033,000 (Dollars) 6.3 
- 153 
CAFADA 1964 19,237 2,597,822 (Dollars) 7.4 
0.931 126 
NORWAY 1964 3,695 2,404,100 (Kroner) 
6.9 0.14 91 
UNITED KINGDOM 
(England, Wales L 
Scotlrnd) 1964 
52,608 1,450,000 (Pounds) 
n. a. 2.80 78 
JAPAN 1963 95,899 1,248,328,113 (Yen) 
7.1 0.00278 36 
U.S.S.R. 1964 227,687 15,104,000 (New roubles) 
n. a. 1.111 74 
AUSTRAL!/ 1963 10,916 236,992 (Pounds) 
3.4 2.24 49 
GREECE 1964 8,510 2,973,871 (Drachma) 
2.1 0.0333 12 
Source: UNESCO Statistical Year Book 1965. 
Public Expenditure in the United Kingdom obtained from the 
' Report of the Department of Education and Science, 1965. . 
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It is als'6 clear that there will "be greater demands 
for health and hospital facilities. While there are numbers 
of gaps in our. social service structure, I d& not think there 
will "be very great demands to fill these "by the majority of 
the population in the 70fs and 80*s because most of them will 
be reasonably affluent» They will not expect any exceptional 
circumstances to arise so that they need the Social Services 
, 1 
which we do not have, and those adversely affected by the 
lack of the service will not be able to make their presence 
felt sufficiently to obtain changes. 
We rate in Australia as an affluent society but 
tend to sweep the uncomfortable questions of poverty and 
under-privilege under the corner of the carpet so that they 
may be forgotten. In Australia in the last 20 years, the 
average voter has not been prepared to vote to provide a 
complete range of social services to the unfortunate. 
With the decreasing age pattern, what are the 
autstanding features of ehanges in social attitudes? I 
think that the most significant change has "been in the degree 
of tolerance shown in the community for other people's 
idiosyncracies. ; There is an increasing permissiveness quite 
evident in our society and this can be shown in two spheres. 
One is in the public discussion of matters 20 years ago 
considered to be not the subject of polite conversation. 
In 19UU, in South Australia, Mr. M.H. Harris was prosecuted 
for publishing the Ern Malley poems and he was convicted for 
having published an "indecent advertisement" - a poem which 
today would be considered so innocuous that no-one would 
raise an eyebrow. Today, matters of the personal sensual 
relations of men and women can be described and discussed 
with very great frankness without incurring prosecution and 
without being considered to be indecent or obscene, and with 
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this fact has ccme an increasing reluctance of the community 
(a reluctance which I think wholly commendable) to interfere 
in the private lives of others in the area of sensual relations, 
and at the same time a tolerance of modes of speech, dress and 
"behaviour which would have "been unthinkable even 15 years ago. 
Fifteen years ago in my State, any young male dressed in a 
dishevelled fashion and wearing hair to his shoulders would 
have been arrested for vagrancy - in fact, a few were, and 
while recently it is true one of our Judges has said that any 
youth with long hair coming before him in his Court would get 
short shrift, the Chief Justice has made it clear that he will 
regard matters of private dress, behaviour and deportment as 
not matters with which the law concerns itself. The 
permissiveness and tolerance do not only relate to the 
youthful and unorthodox, they also relate to matters of 
discernible differences in modes of speech and colour of skin. 
This is a country which has for years maintained what 
is called a "White Australia" policy and which differentiates 
amongst immigrants, against those whose skins are not close to 
the pinko-white of the average Australian of European descent. 
Yet we have welcomed to Australia a large number of Asian and 
African, Melanesian and Polynesian students, and they have 
found that this was a society which was by far the freest they 
had ever known in accepting them in the community without 
making any sort of difference in behaviour towards them than 
that adopted by most people towards others in the community. 
Many students have gone back from Australia saying that within 
Australia there is no colour prejudice. That, of course, is 
not true. There is colour prejudice in Australia but it is 
significantly declining and there is far less amongst the 
younger age group than there is amongst the over UO group 
in the community. What can we expect then will be the 
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demands in the social area? I think: we can forecast a 
considerable change in legislation which places restrictions 
upon personal "behaviour. The days when the populace found 
safety in institutionalised inhibitions which they then 
transferred into universal prohibitions upon the behaviour 
of others are passing. We can expect laws of censorship on 
publication of literature, laws relating to liquor facilities, 
laws relating to personal behaviour and on male homosexuality . 
and on abortion to be liberalized. We can expect that there 
will be increasing pressure for a balanced migration of Asians 
to Australia, and that our population will become not only 
more youthful and more urban but more cosmopolitan. Changes 
in the law concerning personal behaviour and changes in 
/ 
immigration policy oan be brought about by the appropriate 
State and Federal Parliaments simply as a result of direct 
pressure of the voting population, but housing, education, urban 
redevelopment and health and hospital services are the 
responsibilities of State Governments under the Constitution 
and those State Governments have none of the financial means 
to discharge their increasing responsibilities in this area. 
For the people to get what they want on these matters would 
involve a whole series of political changes in the structure 
«=>f Government in Australia, and unless the changes that need 
to be made are understood, they will not be made and the 
population's demands will not be met. 
With housing, the bulk of public moneys provided 
come from the Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement and 
this money is allotted through State Housing Trusts and 
Commissions and co-operative building societies. While in 
Sydney and Melbourne, a certain proportion of the money has 
been spent on redevelopment, it is not nearly sufficient and 
indeed the only way in which redevelopment can be adequately 
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financed is to have a subsidy paid on the cost of redevelopment 
land. Without this subsidy being paid, it is very difficult 
to finance the necessary dense and high-rise development and 
to provide units in such a development for which the average 
wage and salary earner can afford to pay an economic rental. 
Thie New South Wales Commission has had to sink very considerable 
sums into its flat development which it has written off. As 
New South Wales is the largest State in population and wealth, 
it is able to discharge its responsibilities in this to a 
greater extent than "the other States can in relation to other 
capital cities but the surface of the problem in Sydney has 
hardly been scratched. 
In Melbourne it would be impossible in my view for 
the Victorian Housing Commission to continue to subsidize 
units in a high-rise development at the present rate if they 
go on expanding and I believe that Victorian housing redevelopment 
will precipitate a number of financial problems in the foreseeable 
future. 
In Canada and the United States of America the 
Federal Governments have provided a major part of the cost of 
purchase of land in areas of urban blight for redevelopment, 
so they may then provide the economic basis for the housing 
concern by the State or local Governments to use the money 
paid in rentals and the increased rate revenue to service the 
loans they have raised for the buildings and the development. 
Repeated requests from the State Governments in Australia for 
the Australian Commonwealth Government to introduce such a 
scheme have met with blank refusal by the Commonwealth. 
Since the Commonwealth is not, by the Constitution, basically 
responsible for housing, the State Governments get the blame 
for inadequate provision though it is not within their financial 
competence to make provisions without Commonwealth help. 
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While all States have now undertaken some freeway-
development and this even occurred in Hobart for instance, 
they will all face expenses of the order which I have already 
outlined, in the coming 20 years. Given the present financial 
relations "between the States and the Commonwealth, it is 
impossible to see how adequate i?oad and freeway systems can 
be provided, and on present indications the Commonwealth 
Government has no plans for expansion of its grants to the 
States for freeway development. 
The State Governments are responsible for education 
and health and hospitals; the two areas of Government 
responsibility, the expense of which in all comparable countries 
has been expanding at a greater rate than the increase in 
population. It is essential for the States to have greater 
sums of money available in these areas if their responsibilities 
are to be discharged, yet on the present basis of Commonwealth 
grants they are not likely to have the money. 
Let me explain to you how this comes about. The 
States have two sources of finance which they look to - money 
raised on loan agreed to by the Commonwealth Loan Council 
and revenues which they derive from various sources:-
reimbursement by the Commonwealth of moneys to the States in 
lieu of their income tax, Commonwealth grants, various State 
taxes and the charges of Government enterprises and under-
takings, licence fees and the like. 
Each year the amount of money raised in loan for 
capital purposes in Australia is less than the total agreed 
loan programme. The Commonwealth supports the loan 
programme out of its revenue moneys and charges the States 
interest on the revenues so lent to the States. At the 
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same time the Commonwealth reduces each year its public debt 
by payments from revenue.- In consequence, each year a 
smaller and smaller proportion of the States 1 revenue is 
available for current needs as a larger and larger slice of 
income goes out in interest payments, while the converse is 
true of the Commonwealth, 
In the last seven years the Commonwealth has obtained 
from income tax, without any major alterations in rates, an 
extra 100% in revenue but only gave an increase to the States 
in their share of that revenue of 70%. The States therefore 
have not been provided with moneys from the one tax providing 
a reasonable growth rate above that of the growth of population 
to discharge their increasing responsibilities. Now this has 
placed the State Governments in an increasingly difficult 
position. It has forced them into regressive taxation to an 
increasing extent but there is, of course, a limit to which 
they can go. There must be either an alteration in Commonwealth/ 
State relations or an assumption by the Commonwealth of 
additional responsibilities in the major areas of growth of 
expenditure now in the States' sphere. Now, where lies the 
big difficulty here? It is with the average citizen. 
Onr Commonwealth Constitution is a complicated 
document ill-understood by well over 9C% of our population. 
It is a rigid Constitution because it cannot change except 
by a transfer of powers,by the consent of State and 
Commonwealth Parliaments or by a referendum passing in some 
cases with a majority overall and a majority in a majority 
of States and in st-me cases requiring a majority in every 
State. Since the average citizen does not understand the 
provisions of the Commonwealth Constitution, when he is 
presented with a proposal for its alteration, he sticks to 
the old addage: "When in doubt it's safer to vote No." 
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No "better example of this can "be produced than the 
last referendum here when one of the questions to "be answered 
was whether the nexus between the number of members in the 
House of Representatives and the number of Senators should be 
broken, i.ee whether it was permissible to alter the numbers 
in one House without altering the numbers in the other and 
that in a specific proportion. This was a simple question. 
If one wanted a modest increase in the House of Representatives 
and not an enormous increase in the Members of Parliament, the 
only way to do it was to vote "Yes", But it was easy enough 
to confuse the voter on the nexus question by saying that by 
voting "No" he was voting against any increase in members of 
Parliament whereas, in fact, by voting "No" a citizen was 
simply saying that the minimum increase in the Federal 
Parliament would have to be 72. It was quite clear at the 
time, and from remarks afterwards, that the average citizen 
did not appreciate what the question presented to him was all 
about. 
Now here v/e have to lay the blame at the door of 
our education system. Children in the United States of 
America know far more about their Federal and State Constitutions 
than do the citizens of this country know about ours. Until 
comparatively recent times, it was the case in South Australia 
(and I gather so in the rest of the country) that questions 
of the nature of the Constitutions were considered partisan 
and political and required to be outside the syllabus. 
The Education Department refrained from entering upon questions 
of controversy which might upset groups of parents. 
It is true that in some States now there are civics 
and social studies courses in the schools where rudimentary 
information about the structure of government is given, but 
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until adequate information is given as to both the structure 
of government and the questions of moment concerning that 
structure, we will not have a population which knows how to 
get the things that it wants. 
Course? on government are now being prepared for 
secondary schools and I have been shown a special syllabus 
prepared for the Education Department of South Australia 
which will shortly come out in book form and which, I under-
stand, is to be one of the bases for discussion of a. standard 
course in Australia. It contains a good deal of detailed 
information about State and Federal Governments, processes of 
passing Bills, and what are some of the ways in which finance 
may be obtained by the Commonwealth and the States. This is 
an enormous improvement upon what had occurred previously and 
I think it is a significant step in the right direction, but 
it is also clear from the 10 pages in the syllabus on the 
structure and working of State and Federal Governments - that 
there are numbers of crucial questions about the working of 
government, which will not be discussed in the cwurse. 
The difficulty of Commonwealth and State relation-
ships and the increasing failure of State Governments to 
provide services at a needed level just do not appear at all. 
It is vital if work is to be done in secondary schools, and I 
think it must be done, that we talk not only of the structure 
of government, but in some detail about the current controversies 
over the nature of that structure and how it works for citizens 
in the community. It is not enough to ask:-
1. Write down ten services provided by the Commonwealth 
Government. (More if class capable of it.J 
2. Write down 10 ways in which the Commonwealth Government 
gets money to pay for their services to us. 
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3. What Social Services are paid by the Commonwealth 
Government? 
U. Write a paragraph on the different functions of each 
House of Parliament. 
5. Explain the following Parliamentary terms: 
(a) Referendum 
("b) Constitution 
(c) Coalition 
(d) Bill 
or to suggest these matters for further research by students -
1. Where does Federal Parliament sit? 
2. Who is the Governor-General of Australia? 
3. Who is the Prime Minister of Australia? 
U. To what Party does he belong. 
5. In which House of Representatives electorate do you live? 
6. What is the name of the member of Parliament for this 
electorate? 
7. To what Party does he belong? 
8. What are the names of the ten senators who represent 
South Australia in the Senate? 
9. To what Parties do they belong? 
10. What is meant by the term M.H.R.? 
unless we also make it clear how the working of Government 
affects the end result in services to the community. 
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To summarize: -
With a younger, more urban and more cosmopolitan population, 
changes will occur in numbers of social attitudes which will "be 
reflected in legislation without marked stresses and tensions 
in the political scene arising. Many other questions of 
importance politically will only "be resolved "by the politically-
aware elite including proposed solutions in a program which 
must "be electorally successful on other bases. The demands 
most likely to "be felt in the next two decades by political 
parties, because they so directly affect so many people, 
are on matters whose resolution our constitutions does not 
provide for adequately. Unless we teach the people who 
will make the demands why they will not be met without 
significant constitutional change, we can be faced with a 
population frustrated and angered, and without the advantages 
which Australia could and ought to provide for them. 
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